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Ultra Low VOC/100% Solids/Isocyanate Free
Gunther Premier Plus is eligible towards LEED® credits. 
Premier Plus is an asbestos free mirror mastic.

STRONGER BONDING POWER!
Gunther Premier Plus is a high strength adhesive designed to
achieve maximum permanent bond to many types of substrates-
drywall, concrete, wood, metals and dry primed surfaces. Premier
Plus can be used on Category II Safety Backing.

SAFE FOR ACRYLIC MIRROR
Gunther Premier Plus is recommended for use with acrylic mirror
meeting federal specifications and will withstand exposure to UV light.

EASY WORKING CONSISTENCY YEAR ROUND!
Gunther Premier Plus is gunnable from 60°F. to 100°F.  Premier
Plus can build out to 2-inches or compressed down to 1/32".  
For best adhesion surfaces should be dry, clean and above 60°F. 

REMAINS FLEXIBLE!
Gunther Premier Plus holds firmly, yet absorbs movement due to
expansion and contraction.  Will not become brittle with age, ever.
Great for high traffic areas such as gymnasiums, hallways, etc.

CONVENIENT DRYING!
At normal room temperatures and humidities Gunther Premier Plus
cures to 30% of maximum strength in 24 hours and cures to 100%
strength in seven days. 

100% Solids - The“GREEN”Choice
for Professional Mirror Installations



Premier Plus Installation Instructions
    1.   The surface must be clean, dry, and free from dust, dirt, greasy film, loose or powdery paint or

primer.  Primed surfaces should be checked thoroughly.  It is recommended to sand through to the
base surface where mastic will be applied.  Clean and then seal with Gunther Prime-N-Seal™.  Let
thoroughly dry.  Gunther Prime-N-Seal will add strength to the wall and prevent caustic lime deposits
from attacking the mirror backing.  Wall and mirror surfaces must be above 60°F.  Do not apply on 
wallpaper, paint, category l vinyl safety backing or treated woods.

2. For best results, apply Gunther Premier Plus in vertical beads on the substrate, the full length of the
mirror, 5-6" apart. Allow 3" from the mirror edge to begin or end a bead.  You can also apply Gunther 
Premier Plus in patties 4-5 inches in diameter for every square foot of mirror surface. 

3. Use a mechanical support system to support mirror during and after installation.

4.   Versatile capabilities-Gunther Premier Plus can build out to 2 inches for large mirrors or uneven wall
jobs, or can be compressed to 1/32 of an inch for mirror overlays or installations requiring close 
tolerances.

5. Application temperature-Gunther Premier Plus adhesive is easy to apply at temperatures ranging
from 60°F to 100°F without auxiliary heating equipment.

6. Cure Rate-The following chart indicates the rate of cure for Gunther Premier Plus at normal room 
temperatures and humidities:
24 hours..............................................................................................................................................30%
2 days..................................................................................................................................................60%
7 days................................................................................................................................................100%
Curing time will depend on temperature, humidity and the amount of air to reach Premier Plus mastic.  

7.  Mounting Time-Mirrors can be mounted up to 20 minutes after application of Gunther Premier Plus.

8.  Shelf life-One year  in unopened containers.

9.  See specification data sheet for additional information

10.  Packaged 12 300ml tubes per case 

2001 W. Washington St.
South Bend, IN 46628
800-227-6181
www.gunthermirrormastics.com

Under no circumstance will Gunther Mirror Mastics or Royal Adhesives & Sealants
LLC., the manufacturer, or the seller of its products be liable for incidental or con-
sequential damages arising from the use of any of its products.  Any damages in
connection with the use of any of Gunther's products by the buyer, seller, user or
any other person are strictly limited to the purchase price of the product only.
Customer accepts full responsibility. All installation guidelines must be followed.
Refer to literature or call 1-800-227-6181 for installation guidelines. 
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